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INTRODUCTION

Our objective in this paper is to illustrate the role of adiabatic shear bands in penetration mechanics and to
describe an experimental technique by means of which conditions for the incipient nucleation and subsequent
growtI of such localized bands may be determined. There is abundant experimental evidence to indicate that bal-
listic results are strongly influenced by the mechanical properties of the materials involved. A particularly instruc-
tive example of this is shown in Figure 1 (taken from Reference 1). Two sets of targets were made from the
same steel alloy (4340), processed in the same way (VAR) but heat treated to two extremes of strength level, soft
(HRC 20) and hard (HRC 52). These targets were of equal thicknesses and were impacted with blunt cylindrical
projectiles over a range of velocities. Projectiles were made of the same material as the targets. Their diameters
were equal to target thickness and their length was twice their diameter. Recovered targets were cross sectioned
and etched.

Comparison of the results shown in Figure 1 reveals that both hard and soft targets fail in what ballisticians
term a plugging mode. However, there are interesting differences. The softer target exhibits massive plastic flow
and a deep crater forms prior to eventual perforation at a velocity slightly higher than that shown in Figure 1,
(2600 ft/sec). The harder target resists indentation for a much larger range of velocities. There is only a very
shallow indentation at an impact velocity of 1,900 ft/sec (Figure 1b). One might easily infer, then, that the veloc-
ity required to perforate the harder target would be substantially higher than the 2600 ft/sec required to perforate
the softer one. It turns out, however, that above a critical velocity, an adiabatic shear band (visible in the cross
section of the high strength target in Figure 1c) forms in the hard target and leads to "premature" failure at veloc-
ities only slightly higher than the value (2400 ft/sec) shown in Figure 1c. Figure 2 shows the shear band devel-
oped in Figure I at a high magnification.

This diminished performance is directly attributable to this new mode of failure and illustrates one of the
more subtle nuances of the role of material properties in this context. Generally speaking, increased strength or
hardness in armor plate leads to increased ballistic performance. To show that the above reversal is not an iso-
lated instance, consider the data shown in Figure 3. A nondimensional measure of ballistic limit is plotted versus
Brinel hardness levels for two types of steel with the same chemical composition but processed in two different
manners; i.e, vacuum induction melted (VIM) and electroslag remelted (ESR). Targets were one-quarter inch in
thickness and all were impacted by similar projectiles. As the target hardness is increased from BHN 250 to
approximately BHN 450, target resistance increases dramatically.

Beyond BHN 450, however, target performance drops even faster. Examination of recovered target cross
sections reveals three distinct modes of failure: (a) large plastic flow similar to Figure la, (b) plugging in a shear
mode similar to Figure 1c, and (c) discing which consists of delamination near the target rear surface along planes
parallel to the impact face. Figure 3 shows that for both VIM and ESR steels, the drop in ballistic performance
is clearly associated with the change in failure mode from plastic flow to shear band formation. Discing is seen
only at very high strength levels and leads to even more reduction in performance. It is conjectured that discing
is associated with low values of through-thickness toughness. This form of fracture should be distinguished from
"spall" which is similar in appearance but is due to the development of large triaxial stress fields upon reflection
of the initial compression shock wave from the free rear surface of the target. Peak stresses required to produce
spall in steel targets shown in Figure 1 are roughly 30 kbar (450 ksi) which is considerably higher than the static
tensile strengths of the steels of Figure 3. The assurance that such stresses are not achieved for the penetration-
target interactions of Figure 3, is based on hydrocode simulations of these events (see, for example,
Reference 1 and the Appendix).

1. MESCALL, J., and PAPIRNO, R. Spalation in rylinder-Plate Impact. Experimental Mechanics, v. 9, 1974, p. 283-311.
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Figure 3. Ballist c merit rating versus hardness for
targets of vacuum induction melted (VIM) and
electroalag remefted (ESR) steels. Note precipitous
decrease in ballistic performance once the failure
mode involving adiabatic shear banding is encountered.

CHARACTERISTIC STRESS FIELDS

One of the unspoken difficulties concerning the identification of important material properties in
ballistic problems is the fact that both the materials community and a large portion of the mechanics
community are relatively unfamiliar with detailed stress and deformation histories experienced in such
problems. This is not surprising if one considers the difficulty in obtaining relevant experimental data
in a ballistics environment compared with obtaining corresponding data in static laboratory tests.

Perhaps the most obvious remark concerning characteristic stress fields under ballistic conditions is
that they are dominated by very large compressive states which are found (by hydrocode computations
as in the Appendix) to be divided into a brief initial stage followed by a long steady-state stage and ter-
minated, in many cases, by low order tension fields. The peak stresses in Stage I are found to persist
for a few microseconds and to be compressive with peak values on the order of

P = V(plclp2c2)/(picl +p2c2) (1)

where V is impact velocity, p is density, c is sound speed, and P is stress. Convenient/consistent units
are cm/sec, gm/cc, and Mbars. This initial state does not persist for very long because of relief waves
which enter from readily available free surfaces on the target impact face. Thus, the stress associated
with Equation I does not propagate very far into the material, and conditions corresponding to a rela-
tively long steady-state phase soon develop. Associated stress is given by the Bernoulli equation:

P = (pV2)/2 (2)

4



where, again, P is stress, p is density, and V is the velocity of the projectile-target interface. Notice that for
many impact problems there is close to an order of magnitude difference between Equations 1 and 2. In the
example of the Appendix, where a high density penetrator (W or DU) attacks a steel target at a velocity of
0.12 cm/t sec (4,000 ftsec), peak stresses in Phase I are roughly 350 kbar or 5 million psi; whereas, the peak
stress in the steady-state phase is closer to 40 kbar (600,000 psi). The interface velocity V of Equation 2
depends strongly upon the relative impedances (density x sound speed) of projectile and target. However, for
materials of the same or similar impedance, it turns out that to a good approximation, V is one-half the impact
velocity. It should also be noted that in most ballistic impact problems a local process zcne develops immedi-
ately in front of the penetrator. This zone moves in time, naturally, however, in spatial extent it is confined to
a region roughly one to two projectile diameters in width. Most of the physically interesting processes occur
within this process zone; e.g., acceleration and material failure. Unfortunately, this zone is not physically
observable and its details must be obtained via computer simulations, such as the Appendix.

MECHANISMS FOR ADIABATIC SHEAR NUCLEATION

The first reported observation of adiabatic shear bands was made by Zener and Holloman (see Reference 2)
in 1944. They conjectured that this localization of a shearing process arose because of the deformation-induced
temperature rise at rapid rates of loading. Thermal softening, thus, overrode strengthening effects due to strain
and strain-rate increases. This is still the conventional view of the process, although an alternative mechanism has
recently been put forth by Cowie et aL* Based on the observation that in unconventional shearing tests per-
formed at static and low strain rates (10sec) they observed similar microscopic deformation patterns, they con-
clude that thermal softening can no longer be considered adominant mechanism since there is adequate
time for heat dissipation at static test rates. They propose that a void softening mechanism is opera-
tive instead.

However, the character of the large compression field described in the previous section coupled
with the short time duration of most ballistic events (tens of microseconds) would seem to vitiate this
argument on the role of void formation being a dominant mechanism, at least in ballistic scenarios.
Clearly, inclusions may debond or crack under the large imposed shear fields, but the consequence of
this would be minimal under the very large, nearly hydrostatic compression fields associated with the
process zone. Furthermore, the data obtained by Cowie et. al.* on the dependence of the value of
instability strain with pressure also minimizes the possibility of void opening as a mechanism in ballistic
events.

We conclude, then, that to describe the initiation of the instability known as adiabatic shear we
need to consider the relative roles of work hardening and thermal softening. One could also consider
strain-rate hardening effects but a sizeable body of data argues that strain-rate hardening effects are
slight compared to strain hardening and thermal softening effects. In Reference 3, we showed that a
suitable constitutive formulation which captures the essential features under consideration is given by:

Y = Yo(1 + ay)n exp[ - flT/(To-T)J (3)

*COWIE, J. G., AZRIN, M., and OLSON, G. B. Microvoid Formation During Shear Deformation of Ultrahigh Strength Steels. Proceedings
of thelhirty-Fourth Sagamore Army Materials Research Conference, 1987 (being processed).

2. ZENER, C., and HOLLOMAN, J. Journal of Applied Physics, 15:22, 1944.
3. MESCALL, J. On the Relative Roles of Strain-Hardening and Themnal-Sofning in Adiabatic Shear Bands. Metallurgical Applications of

Shock-Wave and High Strain-Rate Phenomena, Murr, Slaudhammer, and Myers, ed., Marcel Dekker, Inc., 1986.
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where Y is the flow stress, Yo is an initial yield stress, y is the effective plastic strain, a and n are strain
hardening parameters, Pi and To are thermal softening parameters, and T, the rise in temperature from
some ambient state, is given by:

T = { fs dePij} / (oc) (4)

where p is material density, c, is specific heat, sij are stress deviators, and epij are plastic strain
components. " I

The flow stress described by Equation 3 is illustrated in Figure 4 for a relatively high strength mate-
rial (upper curves) and for a relatively low strength material (lower curves). The relative amounts of
work hardening (Figure 4a) and thermal softening (Figure 4b) are shown separately. The net combined
effects are shown in Figure 4c. We note the presence of a maximum (corresponding to an instability
point) for both materials, however, the subsequent decline is precipitous for the high strength material,
and more gradual for the lower strength material. When implemented in a finite difference hydrocode
such as HEMP or DYNA at each cycle of the explicit numerical integration scheme, one computes the
plastic strain and work done at each mesh point and then calculates the corresponding expansion or con-
traction of the yield circle.

In selecting values for the material parameters associated with thermal softening, the following com-
ments are considered pertinent. Available (static) elevated temperature tests measuring a wide variety
of mechanical strength parameters suggest several trends. First, most of the available strength (90%)
appears to be depleted by a temperature roughly one-half of the melting temperature. It is unwise,
therefore, to choose melting temperature as To. Another observation is that the dependence of flow
stress on temperature is not well approximated by a linear behavior from ambient to melt as is occasion-
ally done (see Reference 4). For a given alloy, materials which have been processed to a higher
strength level exhibit a less stable microstructure and a much more rapid early decline with increasing
temperature (Figure 4b, upper); those of intermediate and lower strengths have a more moderate early
decline (Figure 4b, lower). After significant temperature increases, there are precipihous drops in
strength with the result that these initially separated curves later collapse toward the same low strength
value at a common value of temperature, To.

High Strength

High Strength High Strength

OW Strength Low Strength

:: 
Hi

Low Strength

c 'r(c) c

(a) (b) (C)

Figure 4. Generic illustration of the dependence of flow stress (a) on strain,
(b) on temperature, and (c) on their combined effect. Upper curves refer to
high strength steels and lower curves refer to low strength steels.

4. JOHNSON, G., and COOK, W. Fracture Characencs of Three Metals Subjeced tW Vwrious Sab* Strain-Rates, Temaama and PIF-
xam Journal of Engincerng Fracture Mechanics, v. 21, no. 1, 1985, p. 31-48.
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The question of the influence of time-at-temperature is both important and yet very difficult to
assess for the short time involved in high strain-rate applications. We take the point of view here that
long-term temperature data serve as useful guides for initial selection of parameters for the model.
Improved values can be determined in an interactive process involving comparisons of experimental
results with predictions of computer simulations.

No attempt was made to account for thermal flow effects since, for the applications we have in
mind, times are too short to permit any significant heat transfer. The issue of strain-rate hardening

* effects was also not considered since we wished to isolate the thermal effects for now. It is to be
emphasized that although strengthening effects due to elevated strain rates are known to be relatively
low for rates up to say 100/sec, it is also true that when localized deformation bands develop, strain rate
within such bands becomes very high while dropping essentially to zero outside the band. Whether, and
by how much, an accounting for this strengthening mechanism in this context would alter perception of
events remains to be clarified.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

In order to verify and calibrate proposed models of the adiabatic shear band process so that basic
metallurgical improvement in armor can be made, it is important that a flexible experimental procedure
be available and well understood. Some of the desirable features of such an experimental procedure
for the generation and growth of shear bands are that high strain rates be involved, that there be a pre-
vailing hydrostatic pressure field, and that the exp -riment be amenable to analysis or numerical solution.
Some of the existing experimental procedures in vogue are:

" Exploding but constrained cylinders (SRI).

" Torsional Hopkinson bar (Brown University and others).

" Double shear (Charpy) (Cowie/Olson, MTL).

" Stepped projectile impact (Rogers).

Major drawbacks to the exploding cylinder approach are that it is difficult to perform and analyze
(thus inhibiting parameter studies), that it is strictly a postmortem examination and, therefore, offers lit-
tle in the way of studying the nucleation process. The torsional Hopkinson bar experiment also
involves postmortem examination, although Duffy has recently generated very interesting photographic
observations of the dynamic process; it does not permit generation of shear bands in the presence of
large hydrostatic pressure fields. The double shear experiments of Cowie and Olson do not involve
high strain rates and are very limited in the level of prevailing hydrostatic pressure imposed.

On the other hand, a very interesting experimental procedure for the study of shear band nucle-
ation and growth is the stepped projectile test in which one impacts a projectile into a small plate of
the specimen material to be studied. The projectile is cylindrical in shape and has a blunt cylindrical tip
which is embedded into the specimen. Behind the tip and connected to it is a relatively massive cylin-
der whose shoulders stop further indentation of the projectile tip when they impact the specimen.
Rogers (see Reference 5) has demonstrated the flexibility and utility of this approach. He has shown it

5. ROGERS, H. Adiabatic Shearing - General Nature and Material Aspects in Material Behavior Under High Stress and Ultra-High Loading
Rates, J. Mescall and V. Weiss, ed., New York, Plenum Press, 1983, p 101-118.
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is possible to exercise control over the initiation and development of localized bands in a wide class of
materials using this procedure. Fo: example, in an annealed 1018 steel impacted at 100 m/sec, the
deformation near the ccrners of the impact crater left by the projectile tip was quite diffuse and showed
little tendency to localize. When the same material was cold rolled 67% and impacted at 94 m/sec, a very
localized deformation band was found emanating from the comer of the crater. When the latter material
was impacted at 100 m/sec, a transformation shear band was found.

We note that this result is consistent with the ballistic observations of Mescail and Papirno (1) who
found that when annealed 4340 steel plates were impacted by small, blunt steel cylinders (not stepped
projectiles), the penetration process did not involve shear banding in the target. For much higher strength
4340 plates, however, the penetration process was controlled entirely by transformed shear bands (see
Figure 1).

There are major differeaces between the experimental conditions of References I and 6 which are of
considerable interest. First, although the target thicknesses were nearly the same (0.635 cm), the velocities
involved differed by an order of magnitude: 100 m/sec versus 800 m/sec. Next, projectil masses also dif-
fered by more than an order of magnitude: 110 grams versus 2 grams. While the kinetic energies of both
types of projectiles were, thus, nearly equal, we believe this is not relevant since, as we shall show later, very
little of the stepped projectile energy is deposited near the shear bands which develop. Instead, it is trans-
mitted to the support structure.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The actual experimental arrangement employed to implement the concept of a stepped projectile inden-
tation of steel targets is shown in Figure 5. This "pill and washer" detail is impacted by a blun' cylinder
whose diameter is several times that of the pill. Computer simulations of the test setup have been made to
demonstrate that this arrangement is fully equivalent to an integral projectile and tip. Naturally, the test
setup shown is much more convenient.

A series of experiments were conducted to explore the process of nucleation and growth of adiabatic
shear bands in three steels with differing microstructures. Targets were impacted, sectioned, and examined
for the presence of shear bands and their length. Figure 6 shows a plot of the length of a shear band devel-
oped in a Pearlitic 4140 steel alloy as a function of the depth of penetration (height of pill). Target thick-
ness was 6.35 mm. The four curves of Figure 6 correspond to four values of the backup hole diameter
(BHD), as shown in Figure 5. Figures 7 and 8 are corresponding results for 4140 quenched and tempered
at 600°C and at 400'C, respectively.

These results clearly indicate a dependence on microstructure. Bands tend to nucleate at much lower
values of depth of penetration (smaller initial strain) for the material quenched and tempered at 400°C.
Furthermore, the growth of bands in this material is much more rapid, since they traverse target thickness
at an indentation level corresponding to that at which bands are just beginning to develop in the other two
microstructures. In all cases studied, the rate of growth appeared to be exponential once the band had tra-
versed approximately one-half of the target. Figure 8 shows that the higher strength microstructure (QT at
400"C) was particularly unstable. This is to be expected, however, Figure 8 provides quantitative evidence.
Alternatively, the lower strength steels would be expected to resist localization longer because of higher
strain hardening ra'es, smaller flow stress, and smaller temperature rise for a given imposed strain level.

8
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Figure 5. Schematic of details of
stpped projectile expedment.
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Figure 6. Band length versus depth of penetration
for Pewrlitic 4140 alloy steed. The letter designation
of each plot refers to the backup hole diameter used:
A - 1/2, B - 348, C - 5/16, and D - 1/4'.
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Figure 7. Band length versus depth of penetration for
4140 alloy steel quenched and tempered at 6000C. The
letter designation of each plot refers to the backup hole
diameter used: A 1/2", B =3/8, C - 5/16, and D 1/4'.
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Figure 8. Band length versus depth of penetration for
4140 alloy steel quenched and tempered at 4000C. The
letter designation of each plot refer to the backup hold
diameter used: A - 1/2, B - 3/8", C - 5/16, and D - 114.

Figure 9 (a, b, c, and d) provides a cross plot of the data in which band length is plotted versus depth
of penetration for a fixed backup hole diameter. It can be seen that there is a greater dependence on
geometry details for the lower strength microstructures than for those quenched and tempered at 400'C.

Finally, Figure 10 shows that bands begin to nucleate within a very narrow variation of impact
velocity required for full penetration of the pill.

10
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Figure 9. Shear band length versus depth of penetration curves for all three structures
of 4140 alloy steel tested for: (a) backup hole diameter "A" (1/2"), (b) backup hole diameter
'B" (3/8"), (c) backup hole diameter *C" (5/16"), and (d) backup hole diameter '13" (1/4").
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Figure 10. Plot of adiabatic sheaw band length
as a function of projectile Impact velocity for
Pearlitic 4140 alay steel targets. A constant
backup hole diameter of I1/4 was used.
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COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF STEPPED PROJECTILE EXPERIMENTS

Clearly, computer simulations of the stepped projectile test would serve to make it even more use-
ful by permitting us to obtain results not directly observable in experiments. Our initial objectives were
to assess the suitability of the constitutive model described above for predicting the onset of localized
deformation in such experiments. Other objectives include the extraction of material parameters from
an iterative series of tests and simulations. Some general results (before a discussion of detailed
results) include the observation that the rear surface of the target should be rigidly supported outside a
small circular region whose center coincides with the axis of the projectile; otherwise, the response of
the target to impact involves a large amount of structural bending which influences the deformation
interaction between target and tip in an undesirable manner. Another observation, which simplifies the
simulation details, is that it is permissible to model only the tip and not the projectile with the stipula-
tion that the velocity of the tip rear surface is held at a constant value until its plane reaches the face
of the target. The shoulder portion of the projectile is thus considered to behave as an energy reser-
voir to maintain the imposed velocity on the tip rear surface. Simulations involving a full description of
tip and shoulder indicate that no significant error is introduced by this simplification in the region of
interest; i. e., the target-tip interface. Questions might also arise concerning possible modifications of
the stress field near the site of potential bands after the shoulder makes contact with the target face. It
appears that details of target rear surface support and the low velocities involved (100 to 200 m/sec)
combine to render such modifications negligible. The energy stored in the projectile body is primarily
absorbed by the support system after the tip is embedded and after the bands are formed if, indeed,
they do develop.

Figure 11 presents results for the indentation of a high strength steel target impacted by a stepped
projectile (as discussed) at a velocity of 61 m/sec (200 ft/sec). Material properties employed in this
example were Yo = 20 kbar, n = 0.06, a = 12, fP = 1.0, and To = 660°C (see Equation 1). Backup
hole diameter was one-half inch, or twice the projectile diameter. Figure I la shows the deformation at
15 microseconds after impact. The indentation process has been established; there is slight bulging on
the target rear surface but little evidence of strain localization. There is, of course, a highly nonhomoge-
neous strain field with levels of 100% being obtained near the corners of the rapidly developing crater. Fig-
ure lib presents macroscopic contours of effective plastic strain; contours of 50% and 25% cover an
extensive area, however, values of 75% to 100% remain confined to the immediate area of the penetrator
comers. Local temperature rises associated with the material properties employed in this specific illustra-
tion are only on the order of 400'C, so the thermal softening effect is just beginning to be felt. A very
short distance away from the comer zones, strain and temperature levels are quite modest, dropping rapidly
to only a few percent or degrees centigrade.

As an aside, we note that the velocity fields developed by this time are ideally suited to develop shear bands
in this geometry. The projectile tip maintains an essentially constant velocity. The plug (i.e., the cylindrical region
of the target immediately in front of the tip) has been accelerated in a nearly uniform manner to the tip velocity
by this time, whereas points outside the plug region are essentially not moving due to the constraints mentioned
above. We also note that it is in this context that one finds the greatest differences between the stepped projec-
tile test and the conventional ballistic test. In the latter, one typically fires a smaller projectile at a higher vekoity
into comparable targets. During the penetration process, the projectile is slowed down considerably and, conse-
quently, details of plug acceleration are quite different. Furthermore, ballistic targets are not supported near the
projectile; consequently, the target deformation can be considerably more diffuse.

Figure llc shows that by 20 microseconds (an indentation of 0.12 cm), localized deformation bands have
begun to develop and, in fact, have sufficiently matured so that they reach the rear surface.
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Stopped Projectile High Strength Steel
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Figure 11&. DyNA simulation of stepped projectile rIndntaOfi of high strenigth Steel

target at 15 microseconds aft impact at 200 fl/sec. Backup hole diameter is 10T

and projectle diameter and target thickness Is 1/4'.
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Stepped Projectile High Strength Steel

Contours of Effective Plastic Strain
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Figure 11 b. Effective plastic strain contours (25%
and 50%) at 15 microseconds after Impact.
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Figure 12 presents results for the impact of a low strength steel target at the same velocity and support con-
ditions as the high strength target of Figure 11. Specific target parameters chosen were Yo = 0.005 Mbar, n =
0:.12, a = 400, fA = 1.0, and To = 660, thus, the strain hardening rate was increased considerably while the ther-
mal softening rate was the same as in the high strength steeL (In practice, one would expect the initial thermal
softening rate to be less than in this numerical example.) Figure 12a shows that the deformation pattern devel-
oped in the target is much more diffuse for the softer steel and, at this amount of indentation (021 cm), shows lit-
tie, if any, tendency toward localization. Indeed, the zones immediately in front of the projectile tip have strain
hardened and are still above their initial yield stress, having been only mildly softened by the strain-induced tem-
peratures of approximately 150'C. Figure 12b shows the macroscopic contours of effective plastic strain;
i. e., 25% and 50%. These cover a significantly smaller volume then do their counterparts for the high
strength steel.

Stepped Projectile Low Strength Steel

DSF - 0.100E+01
Time = 0.200E+02

6. 60

0.40

0.20

0.0 3uD
-0. I!O

-0. am

Figure 12a. DYNA simulation of stepped projectile indentation of a soft
steel target at 20 microseconds after impact at 200 ft/sec.
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Figure 13 presents the stress-strain paths actually followed by each material point for hard and soft
steels according to the model of Equation 1.

2.OOE-02

1.8M0 -

1. 6E-0 -High Strength Steel

_ 1.2(-02

" 8.0(E-03
Low Strength Steel

4.0(E-03

2.0GE-03

0.00 0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60 2.00
Effective Plastic Strain

Figure 13. Plot of effective stress in
Mbar versus effective strain trajectories
followed by high and low strength steel
targets of Figures 11 and 12.

The concept of an instability strain (i.e., a maximum in the stress-strain curve) is one which is fre-
quently invoked to characterize a material's sensitivity to shear band formation. Smaller instability
strain implies greater sensitivity. The value of the instability strain has little to do, however, with the
onset and propagation of shear bands. We find, for example, from our simulations of stepped projectile
experiments for high strength steels (Figure 11) that the band which does develop does not mature
until the local strain level is much higher than the instability strain. Examination of Figure 11 (a, b,
and c) shows that at 15 microseconds after impact, strains greater than 50% have occurred prior to the
full development of a mature band, whereas the instability strain is on the order of 5%.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

After discussing the significance of adiabatic shear bands in penetration mechanics, we described
the important details of shock waves in ballistic scenarios. We proposed a constitutive relation for work
hardening versus thermal softening in the initiation of localized deformations. It appears to us that a
proposed role of void nucleation in the formation of shear bands under ballistic conditions is not a tena-
ble one because of the presence of prevailing states of high hydrostatic compressions. Among several
candidate techniques for experimental determination of a material's susceptibility to the formation of
adiabatic shear bands, we prefer that of the indentation of a stepped projectile because of its inherently
greater control and because of the closer proximity of stress states to the ballistic ones. Computer simu-
lations of the latter experiment add considerable supplementary information and can be used in an itera-
tive fashion to extract relevant information on suitable stress-strain behavior, as well as numerical values
pertinent to the nucleation event.
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APPENDIX

As an example of how computer simulations can be used to provide insight into both kinematic and
material property issues associated with penetration mechanics, consider the problem of a long-rod pene-
trator made of high density material impacting a thick steel target at a velocity of 4,000 ft/sec (2
cm/pusec). Under these conditions, experiments show that penetration of the target takes place primar-
ily by an erosion mechanism in which a deep crater is formed whose diameter is roughly twice the pro-
jectile diameter, and within which both projectile and target material flow back toward the impact face.
Experimental observations referred to may be either static postmortem examinations of targets or
dynamic shadow graphs which provide information on such things as the velocity of a projectile while
external to the target, or data on behind-the-armor debris. What is not observable, generally, of course,
is detail concerning the interaction of projectile and target at their moving interface within the target.
Thus, the specific advantage provided by computer simulations is that they provide quantitative informa-
tion on internal states of stress and strain which are not obtainable from other sources. Although the
simulation we shall discuss concerns a specific ballistic event and mechanism (erosion), nevertheless,
many of the characteristics to be detailed below are common to other impact conditions.

Details of the progression of deformation in both target and penetrator are shown (Figures A-1
through A-4) for times 2, 10, 18, and 22 microseconds after impact. Neither the rear of the target (3
cm thick) nor the aft of the penetrator (5 cm long) is visible in these figures which focus on the impact
area. From the simulation we find that the interface velocity drops quickly from its "initial" value of
0.12 cm/Musec to a value of 0.07 at 10 psec and 0.06 at 22 psec. At this time, points in the penetrator
approximately one diameter to the left of the interface are moving with 98% of their initial velocity.
Approximately 30% of the rod length has been consumed by the erosion process.

Details of the dynamic stress fields developed by these impact conditions are shown in Figure A-5.
We plot values of constant hydrostatic pressure, neglecting deviatoric stress components, simply for con-
venience.

The stress history within both target and projectile can be divided into three phases. There is an
initial shock-propagation phase whose local stress levels are extremely high near the impact zone.
These are well approximated by Equation 1 of the text. This first phase does not propagate in space
and is extremely short in duration (in the present example, about 2 microseconds). The immediate avail-
ability of free surfaces on the target impact face and on the outside diameter of the penetrator induces
rare faction waves for attenuation of the initial impact stress fields. These relief waves may be clearly
traced in the pressure contours of Figure A-5.

Following the first phase, there is a relatively long second phase depending on the projectile length
and target thickness. Stresses in this quasi steady-state phase are well approximated by Equation 2. In
the present example, stress amplitudes are 40 to 50 kbars. There is, finally, a third stage which is
characterized by a lower amplitude stress level which is more oscillating in nature and which corre-
sponds to the first stages of the structural vibration phase of target response.

Another feature of the dynamic stress field associated with penetration, which may be determined
by study of these figures, is the existence of a highly localized spatial region, which we have chosen to
call a "process zone." Nearly all the events of physical interest occur within the process zone. In the
present example, this zone is about one projectile diameter in radius, is centered at the projectile-target
interface, and moves with the interface. Once the quasi steady-state second stage of erosion is entered,
only elastic waves move away from the process zone. One kinematic consequence of this is that
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significant deceleration of projectile and acceleration of target material occurs only within the process
zone. Deceleration of projectile does not occur uniformly along the projectile by means of the propaga-
tion of plane waves down the cylinder axis. Recall that the velocity of projectile material points just
outside the process zone at 22/usec is about 98% of the initial velocity.

The question arises, naturally, about what experimental evidence is available to verify these predic-
tions of the HEMP simulation. Sequential flash x-rays taken while a long rod penetrates a thick target
show that the projectile tail still moves with very nearly its launch velocity even though nearly 50% of
the projectile front end has been eroded away in the penetration process. Of course, the x-ray shadow
graphs provide only the exposed projectile outline and, thus, we are unable to distinguish any velocity
gradient along the projectile length. Nor are we able, in general, to "see" the projectile-target interface
because it is within the cavity. However, the data on the velocity of the projectile rear surface velocity
reveals a smooth behavior rather than one with discrete decrements which would correspond to periodic
arrivals of large amplitude planar waves, if indeed such waves traversed the penetrator axis. We, thus,
consider this evidence as tending to confirm the HEMP analysis.
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